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Phase diagram of ultrathin Pb „Zr0.5Ti0.5…O3 films under strain
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Using a first-principles-based approach, we investigate the strain–temperature phase diagram of
PbsZr0.5Ti0.5dO3 ultrathin film without surface charge screening. We find that the compressive strain
dramatically affects the sequence of phase transitions, and observe a rich variety of ferroelectric
phases, including a monoclinic phase and a stripe domain forbidden in the bulk crystal. The vortex
stripe structure leads to an unusual characteristic of the phase diagram. ©2005 American Institute
of Physics. fDOI: 10.1063/1.1929868g

During the past decade, ferroelectric thin films has been
extensively investigated due to their physical properties and
their promising applications in microelectronics such as non-
volatile random access memories.1–3 Many experimental
works reveal that the physical properties of the film are dis-
tinctly different from those of bulk materials. An important
factor influencing the film properties is the strain resulting
from lattice mismatching between the film and substrate
since the polarization is strongly coupled to strain.4 The the-
oretical studies demonstrated that the strain can change the
sequence of the phase transitions and induce the phases for-
bidden in bulk material.5–7 However, in these works, only
films with thickness much larger than the ferroelectric corre-
lation length are considered, and the short-circuit electrical
boundary conditions are imposed. The effect of the strain on
the ultrathin filmsonly a few nanometers thickd without any
charge screening still have not been investigated in depth. In
fact, the ultrathin film may exhibit more complex behavior
when no charge screening is introducedsnamely, the effect
of a depolarization field is consideredd. For example, an un-
usual atomic off-center displacement vortex pattern in
BaTiO3 quantum dots8 and stripes in PbsZr0.5Ti0.5dO3 sRefs.
9–11d were observed very recently. How these polarization
patterns remarkably influence the film properties should be a
very interesting issue.

In this letter, we investigate the effects of the strain on
the properties of disorder PbsZr0.5Ti0.5dO3 ultrathin films by
use of Monte Carlo simulations. We adopt the effective
Hamiltonian of PbsZr1−xTixdO3 sPZTd alloys proposed by
Bellaicheet al.,12 which is derived from first-principles cal-
culations. The above-mentioned approach can provide mi-
croscopic information about the atomic off-center displace-
ments and therefore is especially fit to investigate the film
without any charge screening, where the unusual polarization
pattern may be formed. The effective Hamiltonian are repre-
sented by a low-order Taylor expansion of the relevant vari-
ables: soft mode and strain, since the ferroelectric phase tran-
sition involves only very small atomic displacements and
strain deformations from the high-symmetric cubic structure.
For PZT alloys, compositional degrees of freedom should be
included in the effective Hamiltonian. Therefore, the total
energyE is written as the sum of average energy and local
energy as12,13

Eshuij,hvij,hH,hs jjd = Eaveshuij,hvij,hHd

+ Elocshuij,hvij,hs jjd, s1d

whereui is the local soft mode in theith unit cell, vi is the
dimensionless local displacement related to the inhomoge-
neous strain,14 hH is the homogeneous strain tensor, ands j
= ±1 represents the presence of a Zr or Ti atom at thej th
lattice site of the PZT alloy. All the parameters of the Hamil-
tonian are derived from the first principles calculations and
are listed in Refs. 12,13. While simulating nanoscopic struc-
tures, we do not include an external term of surface effect
proposed by Fu and Bellaiche, since they demonstrated that
the term has almost no effect on the polarization pattern.8,15

In our simulations, the film is surrounded by vacuum. To
efficiently calculate the long-range dipole–dipole interaction
energy in thin films that lack the periodicity in the out-of-
plane direction, we adopt the corrected three-dimensional
Eward method, whose validity has been verified analytically
by Bródka and Grzybowski.16

From the previous Hamiltonian, Monte Carlo simula-
tions are conducted. The details of the simulation process can
be found in Ref. 9. The supercell average of the soft modes is
directly proportional to the macroscopic electrical polariza-
tion. The influence of the substrate is imposed by confining
the homogeneous in-plane strain. Namely,h1=h2=h and
h6=0. The z axis sf001g directiond lies along the growth
direction of the film, and thex andy axes are chosen to be
along the pseudocubicf100g and f010g directions. The tem-
perature is rescaled due to the fact that the effective-
Hamiltonian approach overestimates the phase transition
temperature.12 The simulation temperature of 30 K corre-
sponds to a rescaled experimental temperature of 18 K.

We find that the supercell average value of the out-of-
plane local mode always remains at zero at any compressive
strain. This is consistent with the boundary condition that
film is surrounded by vacuum and no any charge screening is
introduced. Our previous works demonstrated that the local
mode displacements form a vortex stripe structure at large
compressive strain.10 A feature of this vortex stripe is that the
local mode displacement along the vortex stripe in any unit
cell can be overlooked. Here we observe another kind of
vortex structure shown in Fig. 1, where the local mode dis-
placements along the vortex stripesnamely, thex directiond
are considerably large in any unit cell and are in the same
direction. For simplicity, we denote the former vortex stripe
domain as “stripe domain A” and the latter as “stripe domain
B.” The vortex stripe leads to the the spatial oscillation of theadAuthor to whom correspondence should be addressed.
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out-of-plane polarization. Therefore it should be appropriate
to denote the out-of-plane polarization of the film by the
modulation amplitudesDuzd of periodic stripe domains.
Meanwhile, the in-plane polarization is denoted by the su-
percell averagesux,uyd of the in-plane local soft modes.

The temperature–strain phase diagram is presented in
Fig. 2. The strain drastically affects the phase transition se-
quence. The phase diagram is divided into the following five
parts by lines 1ssolid squared, 2 ssolid triangled, and 3sopen
triangled: sid C-type monoclinicsMcd phase, whereux.uy

Þ0 andDuz=0; sii d orthorhombicsOd phase, whereuxÞ0
anduy=Duz=0; siii d stripe domain BsSbd, whereuxÞ0; sivd
stripe domain AsSad; and svd paraelectricsPd phase. The
appearance of the vortex structures leads to the the spatial
variation of the out-of-plane polarization and the formation
of the stripe domain. In theSa phase, the vortex stripes are
responsible for the 180° domains observed. However in the
Sb phase, owing touxÞ0, the stripe domains are not 180° but
approximately 2 arctansDuz/uxd, which depends on the strain
or temperature of theSb phase.

As the strain increases, the phase transition temperatures
of Mc–O and O–P transitions increase, whereas the phase
transition temperatures ofSb–Mc, Sb–O, and Sa–P transi-
tions decrease. This indicates that the compressive strain
suppresses the in-plane polarization and supports the out-of-
plane polarization. The temperature region of the vortex
stripe domain increases with the compressive strain. It is
obvious that the compressive strain can stabilize the stripe
domain. Note that theMc andSb phases do not exist in bulk
PZT. Thus, the reduction of dimensionality induces phases
forbidden in bulk.

The above-mentioned phase diagram is different from
those reported in the BaTiO3 sRef. 6d and PbTiO3 sRef. 5d
thin films. One difference is embodied in the pattern of the
z-direction polarization, which results from the different
electric boundary condition. In Refs. 6 and 5, thez-direction
polarization monodomain is formed in the film because the
short-circuit electrical boundary conditions are imposed. On
the contrary, due to the open circuit electrical boundary con-
ditions in our simulation, thez-direction polarizations form
stripe domains in order to reduce the depolarization field
energy. The vortex-like polarization pattern of the stripe fur-
ther influences the phase diagram character, which will be
discussed in the following in detail. Another difference is
embodied in the phases with in-plane polarization. For
PbsZr0.5Ti0.5dO3 ultrathin films, the phases with in-plane po-
larization areMc andO phase. However, the phase with in-
plane polarization exhibits the polarization ofux=uy in
BaTiO3 and PbTiO3 thin films, which is named as “aa-
phase” in Ref. 5. The difference should be closely related to
the fact that the PbsZr0.5Ti0.5dO3 is nearby the morphotropic
phase boundary of PbsZr1−xTixdO3. The Mc to O phase tran-
sition in PbsZr0.5Ti0.5dO3 ultrathin films is very similar to the
monoclinc-to-tetragonal phase transition that bulk
PbsZr1−xTixdO3 undergoes in the morphotropic phase bound-
ary. Interestingly, we found that the aa-phase is stable if we
do not fixh6 snamely leth6 vary freely in the simulationd as
done in Ref. 9. This indicates that the in-plane shearing strain
h6 also has important influence on the phase diagram.

The phase diagram exhibits an unusual character. In con-
trary to line 2, line 1 does not extend into the vortex stripe
ssee Fig. 2d. This is closely related to the character of the
vortex stripe. Besides the formation of the out-of-plane po-
larization stripe, the vortex character implies that the super-
cell average of the local mode normal to the stripe must be
zero although the local modes normal to the stripes in any
cell are considerably large. In our simulations, the vortex
stripe is normal to they axis. Thus the appearance of the
stripesDuzÞ0d must go along withuy=0, which leads to that
line 1 does not extend intoSb region.

Figures 3sad and 3sbd show the sequence of phase tran-
sition at fixed strainsh=−0.0155d and at fixed temperature
sT=18 Kd, respectively. Ath=−0.0155, the film exhibitsSb

phase at low temperature. As the temperature increases, the
film undergoes respectively three phase transitions:Sb–Mc,

FIG. 2. The phase diagram of PbZr0.5Ti0.5O3 film. The film thickness is of
four unit cells. The phase diagram are divided into the following five parts
by lines 1ssolid squared, 2 ssolid triangled, and 3sopen triangled.

FIG. 1. Local-mode displacement,ui, of the cell in sad x=8 plane andsbd
z=1 plane of 1531534 supercell under 1.6% compressive strain. The ar-
rows give the directions of these displacements, projected on corresponding
planes. The arrow length indicates the projected magnitude.
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Mc–O, and O–P transitions. AtT=18 K, as the strain in-
creases, the film undergoes respectively two phase transi-
tions: Sa–Sb, and Sb–Mc transitions. Figure 3 clearly indi-
cates thatDuz and uy cannot coexist.uy must be null when
DuzÞ0, which denotes the appearance of the vortex stripe.
The appearance of the vortex stripe is very abrupt, which
indicates that the phase transition is of first order. Similar
phenomena can also be observed in film under free in-plane
shear strainh6.

9

Figure 4 shows how the film thickness influences the
critical strains for theMc–Sb and Sb–Sa phase transitions.

Both critical strains increase with increasing thickness. This
can be easily understood from the fact that the out-of-plane
long-range dipole interaction is enhanced with increasing
film thickness. When the thickness is larger than seven unit
cells, the vortex stripeSb with significantz-direction polar-
ization component can even exist in tensile strain. Similar
polarization feature was also reported in BaTiO3 sRef. 6d and
PbTiO3 sRef. 5d films, where the phase with polarization
Px=PyÞ0, PzÞ0 was found to be stable for thicker films in
tensile strain. Our result indicates a possibility that the phase
with Px=Py=0, PzÞ0 scorresponding to “c phase” in Ref. 5d
might also exist in tensile strain for ultrathin films with cer-
tain thicknessessabout ten unit cellsd. However, this conclu-
sion might not be valid for the film with a larger thickness, as
reported in BaTiO3 sRef. 6d and PbTiO3 sRef. 5d films with
thicknesses larger than 50 nm. It is worthwhile performing
further studies of the phase structure of the films with inter-
mediate thickness.

In summary, the compressive strain–temperature phase
diagram of ultrathin PZT film has been constructed with the
Monte Carlo simulations based on a first-principle-derived
Hamiltonian. The strain drastically affects the ferroelectric
properties of film. A rich variety of ferroelectric phases are
found, including a C-type monoclinic phases and a vortex
stripe domainSb, forbidden in the bulk crystal, which indi-
cates an essential difference between ultrathin films and bulk
crystals. The distinction betweenSa and Sb is that the local
mode displacements along the vortex stripe are considerably
large inSb phase but can be overlooked in theSa phase. The
vortex pattern leads to the unusual characteristics of the
phase diagram: line 1 in Fig. 2 does not extend into the
vortex phase and an expected new phase does not appear.
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